Flashback:
In
Our
Hyperconnected
Future,
Regulation Will Be Instant And
Irresistible
Pushbutton control over algorithms and devices will ultimately
circumvent and then replace traditional methods of governance, leaving
no ground for appeal or redress: ‘Your app has been automatically
updated.’ ⁃ TN Editor
Last week, a man crash landed his drone on the White House lawn.
Evidently, the individual, a member of a US intelligence agency, had
been drinking and was showing off his drone to a friend when he lost
control of the craft.
Any other house and lawn and no problem. Obviously, not the case here.
The president called for more drone regulations. Headlines fretted White
House security. And DJI, the drone’s maker, grounded drones in the

Washington DC area with a GPS software patch.
And perhaps that last item is the most intriguing. A maker of a physical
product reached out through cyberspace and disabled it to comply with
the law. (In fact, the update couldn’t be forced on owners as the drones
aren’t internet connected, but if owners want to benefit from other
updates, they have to accept that one.)
Now, it’s not to say DJI’s move doesn’t make sense. The fledgling drone
industry is just getting its feet, and the FAA is still considering how to
regulate it. Bad press about runaway drones in high-security areas? Not
really all that ideal. Also, since 9/11, the airspace around Washington
DC has been highly restricted. It’s not hard to see why the rule make
sense in Washington. If a drone can carry a camera, it can carry more
lethal packages and deliver them at a distance.
DJI had also already established a few thousand no-fly zones surrounding
airports. Such no-fly zones are as much about safety as malevolent
acts—mistakes happen, and we wouldn’t want a jet engine inhaling an
errant toy aircraft.
But underneath all that is the fact that a simple software update can
dramatically change what an already owned product can do. Most
updates add functionality, but in this case an update took
functionality away.
Where most regulated products rely on the threat of punishment and law
enforcement to ensure people follow rules, with computer-based physical
products, we may be witnessing the birth of a new, distinctly modern
regulatory era.
Imagine a future in which the FAA rules on a particular item—say, no
drones within 100 feet of federal buildings. Prior regulations have been
put in place that require all drone makers to update their no-fly zones
within five days. Almost instantly, no drone can fly within some new set
of GPS coordinates. Why might this be appealing to regulators? In
theory, the rule requires less enforcement because drones are physically
prevented from flaunting it.

We’ve been talking drones, but they’re just one early example. There are
others.
Tesla, for example, is well-known for pushing automatic software
updates to its cars. And these aren’t just updates to the dashboard
readout. Elon Musk just announced a software tweak to improve the
Tesla Model S P85D’s acceleration by 0.01 seconds—small but
significant in the high-end market where accelerations are measured
and compared in hundredths of seconds.
As we head toward an increasingly driverless future, cars will become
more like computers on wheels than wheels with computers. What
regulations could be written into software? Speed limits? No-drive
zones? Car won’t start until you put on your seatbelt?
And, of course, it doesn’t end there either. Analysts expect billions of
new physical devices to come online in the next decade. The Internet of
Things may afford the government real-time regulatory
enforcement—government mandated thermostat settings to save energy
or restricted water usage in a drought, for example.
Could such a system be abused? No doubt about it.
Read full story here…

